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World Beverage Competition: 2013
It is quite an accomplishment to be selected as the “World’s Best” in “The
World’s Largest Beverage Competition” TM. More so when this honor is bestowed
upon your brand by a panel of industry professionals representing all areas of
the globe, rather than just a specific country or individual community as is so
often seen. The beverage winners listed below are in fact the pinnacle of their
field, the crème de la crème, incomparable in quality, value and ingenuity. You
could search the planet and not find a finer group of products to be sure, and
this we know because we complete this task every year!
Our Competition:
The World's Largest Beverage Competition: Beverages from around the world
participate in The World Beverage Competition for many reasons. Integrity,
prestige, honor and success are words best used to describe the effect that
Beverage Brands enjoy after receiving an award from this time-honored
competition. The World Beverage Competition was founded on the premise that
beverage products should be judged neither by the strength of their marketing,
nor the budget of their sales force; but rather on the quality and innovation of
the product itself. The tradition continues as we have recently expanded the
number of beverage categories to cover the full spectrum of products available
in the world today. Our competition has given Beverage brand owners spanning
the globe the chance to compete on an even playing field.
All products submitted to the World Beverage Competition are taste tested by a
panel of judges who…
…are industry professionals from 6 different continents; not celebrities,
beverage retailers or public figures whom may show partiality towards a
particular brand.
…are not announced to the public, as this leads to undue influence from
brand owners and the media, which results in issues of credibility for the
competition.
…do not see the packaging or know the brand name prior to documenting and
submitting their tasting scorecards for the competition.
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Behind closed doors, in a tasting room closed to brand participants and the
public, this “double-blind” taste test method is one that is most effective in
providing honest opinions from the panel. The products are all brought to their
optimum tasting temperature, thus assuring the panel the same sensation of
taste that is received by the general populous.
The packaging event occurs after the tasting event process has been completed,
which gives the highest level of control over the tasting panels' opinions during
the tasting phase. Only after all judging is complete and all scores are tallied
are any of the results or information about the competition released to the
international press.
Now the results are finally in; after more than 20,000 miles of travel for the
judging panel, the Competition has finally completed! This year played host to
more entries than any year prior. Many brand owners competed with their entire
arsenal of product offerings, yet in the end it seems that the best quality came
from a small group of manufacturers whom have honed their craft to become the
“World’s Best”.

We are proud
to present to the world,
the winners of this years
World Beverage Competition:
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World Beverage Competition
Tasting Awards:
Water

Platinum

“Best of Show”

Gold:

Belika
Belize

Spearhead
Springs
Origin: Canada

Silver:

Aqua-Veet
Madagascar

Judges Notes:
“This water was
simply
magnificent.”

Bronze:

Volcán de
Agua
Spain

World Beverage Competition
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Tasting Awards:
Water: Flavored / Infused / Sports

Platinum

“Best of Show”

Gold:

B Alive!
Belize

Rev d
Blueberry

Silver:

Pomegranate

Viva Sportif

Origin: USA

Portugal

Judges Notes:
“A hint of
cinnamon spice
makes it fruity
and flavorful.”

Bronze:

Q’Agua
Spain
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Tasting Awards:
Soda / Carbonated (Non-Energy)

Platinum

Gold:

“Best of Show”

Livenit Red
Orange

Splice
Very
Berry

Brazil

Origin: Russia

Judges Notes: “A
unique concoction
that quenches and
inspires.”

Silver:

Dew East
China

Bronze:

Noto
Nosotros
Venezuela
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World Beverage Competition
Tasting Awards:
Energy

Platinum

“Best of Show”

Gold:

ENZ Red
Spain

DNA
Origin: USA

Judges Notes:
“Lightning Strikes
Twice for this
unique Energy
brand!”

Silver:

Dipps
Canada

Bronze:

Lolo Energy
Blend
Chile
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World Beverage Competition
Tasting Awards:
Juice

Platinum

Gold:

Essentials
Tamarind

USA

“Best of Show”

Origin: USA

Judges Notes: “A
flavor that
leaves you
wanting more.”

Meier's Pink
Catawba
Sparkling
Silver:

Essentials
Sinful
USA

Bronze:

Agavamedia
Panama
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World Beverage Competition
Tasting Awards:
Coffee

Platinum

Gold:

“Best of Show”

Suart’s
Gold

Wake U

Jamaica

Origin: USA

Judges Notes:
“Eye Opening
Flavor!”

Silver:

De’lite Spice
USA

Bronze:

Exodon Dark
Blend
Chile
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World Beverage Competition
Tasting Awards:
Tea

Platinum

“Best of Show”

Gold:

Nine Eleven
Australia

TRUE
Sugar Free
Green

Silver:

Elite Earl
Grey

Origin: USA

England

Judges Notes:
“You enjoy every
drop.”

Bronze:

Asia Pacific
China
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And so another year passes, another competition unfolds, and another batch of
“World’s Best” products are unveiled to the public around the globe. The intense
scrutiny by which these products are judged pays tribute to the quality derived
from the manufacturers of these goods. No other beverage competition goes to
the lengths that the World Beverage Competition strives for to insure a fair,
complete and level competition for all the entrants. The World Beverage
Competition is a member in good standing of the World Trade Organization and
complies with all International law. With these safeguards in place, it is no
wonder why the World Beverage Competition is accredited as the premier tasting
event in the world of beverages, and why it is known as: “The Largest Beverage
Competition in the World!” Tm
For more information about the World Beverage Competition please visit our
website: www.BeverageCompetition.com or email us at:
Info@BeverageCompetition.com
Copyright © 1995-2012 World Beverage Competition. All Rights Reserved. Brand names and product photos utilized in
the descriptions herein are the property of their prospective trademark holders and are utilized with permission solely
for the purpose of brand entry description, award acknowledgement and promotion of the competition itself. No claim is
made by the competition to value or salability or utilization for any particular purpose of any items herein nor for rights
on any trademarks or trade names herein other than those of the competition itself.
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